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CREATE
Connect parts together to build rockets. You can choose from a variety of rocket engines, fuel tanks, and other gizmos. You can

even build rovers 5d3b920ae0
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Super little game, perfect for those who are undecided about getting Kerbal Space Program . (Of course, KSP is still the daddy!)
It is missing a few key features, such as: Warping to a specific point on your trajectory The ability to turn without your engines
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on Focusing the map on anything but your ship - but these are very minor annoyances. Relatively few challenges presented, but
if you puzzle your way through with your brain instead of a guide, the latter ones should keep you occupied for a number of
hours. I'd also imagine this would be very good for introducing youngsters to spaceflight principles. I picked it up for u00a31.50
in the sales, definitely worth picking up at that price.. SimpleRockets is one of those games you get really addictive to it then
after a few days you get bored of it and leave it, Simply because it takes to long to learn new things )like learning to land on the
"smoon") But then you get back to it and it starts all over again. In my opinion, they should keep updating it with new fuel
containers / rockets so we dont have a small variation on it. I would recomend it but only if you love space or you want to learn
from it. I would rate it at least a 9 / 10 for good physics and realistic calculations.. Fun and easy to get into this one. Some
challenges are easy, some are tough, at least one is diabolical. Rockets, physics and orbits.. if you don't know if you can handle
Kerbal Space Program, this is a good starter into general orbital mechanics and the such. it WAS a plug from the phone though,
so controls are the slightest bit wonky.. As a regular KSP player, I've been playing Simple Rockets for a few minutes, and I can
already tell we'll get along nicely! It is just as the name suggests; simple rockets. You can't expect more than that. It is done well
enough for anyone who wants a game like KSP, but does not have the time, computer power, or yearning for a 3rd dimension
for things to go wrong.. Fun little game to mess around with when you are away from a computer that can handle KSP. Pros: -
Launch rockets into space. - Launch rockets into the ground. - Fun little challenges that have some fairly difficult ones. -
Teaches you mechanics that will be useful in KSP. - Recommends in game that you go buy KSP (made by a different
developer). Cons: - Lack of tools for building large/complex rockets quickly. - Lack of information about parts: one challenge
asks you to get into orbit using only 10,000L of fuel, but how many liters are in each tank? (Edit: It is the number in the tank
name, but there still is a general lack of information in game about the weight/thrust/purpose of different parts.). Very good
game with a huge sandbox! I'd reccomend it to anyone who wants to get into sapce games as it is not as complex as Kerbal
Space Program
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